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 Settlers Gold Edition has no limit on the number of games you can play, and we want to welcome you to our lively community,
which will also introduce you to a whole new world of characters : the settlers! Visit the official website: Contact us: Follow us:

Find us on Facebook: # Settlers Gold New content, features, & civilizations: New music: New stickers: New videos: Join our
Discord server: Thanks for watching! Settlers Gold is a fan made remake of the classic strategy game "Settlers of Catan" by
Klaus Teuber (Aldebaran). + Show Spoiler + What is Settlers Gold? In "Settlers of Catan", the player takes on the role of a
farmer, a builder or a merchant depending on their chosen civilization. Each player starts the game with a certain amount of

"money" which can be used to buy various "resources" or "units" which he needs in order to build cities, settlements, roads and
to advance in the game. The ultimate goal of each player is to expand his civilization to the most profitable area, in order to
create the biggest empire. Players can produce goods and trade with other players in order to gain points. The more cities a
player builds, the more he will gain. Various improvements can be made to your cities, such as roads, bridges, workshops or
even houses. Special items can be used to gain further benefits. The biggest empire is considered to be the one with the most

cities and the most points. Which version of "Settlers of Catan" am I playing? 82157476af
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